An (n, n'y) coincidence method was used to determine the neutron spin-flip probability in inelastic scattering. The experimental method consists of neutron time-of-flight and neutrons coincidence techniques with the deexcitation y ray detected perpendicular to the neutron scattering plane. The angular distribution of the spin-flip probability for the first J =2 excitation in carbon has been determined at an energy of 7.48 MeV. The neutron spin-flip results were found to be similar to the proton spin-flip results in this energy region. The experimental results were compared to the predictions of an antisymmetrized distorted-wave calculation which did not provide good fits to the spin-flip data. The spin-flip predictions were sensitive to the optical-model parameters and were dominated by spin-orbit distortion in the elastic channels. The mechanism of core polarization dominated the inelastic amplitudes, masking the effects of the effective interaction on the extracore nucleons.
I. INTRODUCTION The study of spin-dependent forces in the inelastic scattering of nucleons by nuclei has been made difficult because of the insensitivity of the measured angular distributions to these forces. To obtain data more sensitive to the spin-dependent interaction many experimenters have made measurements of the spin-flip probability for proton inelastic scattering. ' ' These experiments have been possible in part because of the availability of high-resolution proton spectrometers which provide good separation of the excited states of interest. There have been few measurements of the neutron spin-flip probability'' because of the experimental difficulties involved. These measurements have not been made with the high degree of resolution exhibited in the proton experiments.
A method fc}r determining the spin-flip probability in neutron inelastic scattering with a time resolution of less than 3 nsec was described in an earlier report from this laboratory. " In the present paper an improved high-resolution method is described. The method employs time-of-flight techniques and involves measuring the correlation between the inelastically scattered neutron and the deexcitation y which is emitted normal to the reaction plane. This (n, n'y) method is similar to the (p, p'y) method described by Schmidt et and a cylindrical gas cell 1.9 cm long. The cell walls were lined with tantalum, and a tantalum disc served as a beam stop. Another tantalum disc with a 0.476-cm-diameter hole was located at the entrance to the gas cell and served as a support for a 2.54x 10 4-cm Havar foil. The gas pressure in the cell was 1.95 atm. The collimator ensured that the beam passed into the cell, and the suppressor provided for accurate charge collection. The deuteron energy loss in the foil was 170 keV. The target gas was 120 keV thick for the incident deuterons. The accelerator beam was pulsed and bunched in the terminal at a 0.5-MHz rate. The beam pulses at the target were less than 1.5 nsec full width at half maximum (FWHM) and provided an over-all time resolution of less than 3 nsec FWHM for the experiment.
B. Scatterer, Detectors, and Shielding The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 Calculations verified that the events located in the tails were neutrons multiple-scattered in the carbon sample.
A distinction was made between the multiplescattered neutrons located in the tails of the timeof-flight peaks and the neutrons multiple-scattered away from the neutron detector. The low-energy tails following the time-of-flight peaks were produced primarily by neutrons that were scattered at some original (0, P) not necessarily toward the neutron detector and then because of multiple scattering were scattered into the neutron detector.
These events will be labeled multiple scattering of the first kind. The second type of multiple scattering consisted of neutrons scattered originally in the direction of the neutron detector and then, because of multiple scattering, were scattered away from the neutron detector, and hence did not appear in the time-of-flight spectrum. These events will be labeled multiple scattering of the second kind. The tails were included in the determination of elastic and inelastic yields and corrections were made for both kinds of multiple scattering.
The spin-flip probability is independent of multiple scattering of the second kind because it is a ratio of the y-correlated events to the total number of events. The spin-flip probability is not independent of multiple scattering of the first kind because these neutrons were originally inelastically scattered at some (0, P) such that the L = 2, M =+1 quadrupole radiation had a much smaller probability of being detected by the y-ray detector. For this reason, multiple-scattered events in the tails of the time-of-flight peaks were not included in the computation of the spin-flip probability.
The first step in extracting yields from a spectrum was to establish the flat background level based on the regions to the left of the inelastic peak and to the right of the elastic peak. The tail of the elastic peak was then extrapolated linearly down to the flat background level. The contribution to a peak due to its tail was deduced by removing the shielding between the gas target and the detector and looking directly at the neutrons from the D(d, n)'He reaction. These direct neutrons produced a peak without a tail, and comparison to the elastic and inelastic scattering peaks allowed separation of the peaks from their tails. I1 = I1I' -I1B (la. ) and E1 = E1I -E1B, (lb) I1 and E1 are the numbers of counts in the subtracted non-y-correlated inelastic and elastic peaks, respectively. The y-correlated background was multiplied by a count-rate correction factor f before subtraction from the y-correlated fore- The finite size of the scatterer and y detector made necessary a final correction to the spin-flip probability because inelastically scattered neutron events could be routed into the y-correlated spectrum by y radiation from the M =0, +2 substates of the J'= 2' excited state of "C. This correction was made to the experimentally determined spinflip probability according to a prescription given by Kolasinski et al. ' '4 in which equal populations of the M =0, +2 substates were assumed. The correction reduced the spin-flip probability at all angles. The reduction was &4% at the angles where the spin-flip probability was 15%%up or less and &1/p at the angles where the spin-flip experienced its maximum values of 30-40%%uo. This is physically what one would expect, since if the spin-flip probability is small the contributions from the other substates (M =0, s2) will be relatively larger.
The corrected angular distribution of the spinflip probability is shown in Fig. 5 . The error bars on the data are purely statistical counting errors.
The negative value of the spin-flip probability at 30 is not physically possible. This error was attributed to inadequate resolution of the elastic and inelastic time-of-flight groups at forward angles.
The angle of 30' was the worst case.
The spin-flip probability angular distribution is similar in shape to that found by Schmidt et The angular distributions of the relative elastic and inelastic experimental yields uncorrected for multiple scattering are shown in Fig. 6 . The multiple-scattering correction used in this work for the elastic scattering data has been described by Cox" The noticeable differences between these two fits will be utilized later in the discussion of the results. The two sets of parameters are given in The target spectroscopy for the J"=0' ground state of "C was assumed to be 100/~of a closed 1p3/2 shell. The first excited state of "C has been represented in terms of particle-hole states by Qillet and Vinh Mau. "
(3) The target spectroscopy which was assumed is incomplete. The particle-hole description of "C was taken as a first approximation only.
(4) The antisymmetrized DW computer code MEPHISTOof Geramb and Amos" allows one to make simplifying assumptions.
The two-body interaction used in the model calculations neglected spin-orbit and tensor terms. Also, the core interaction was taken to be spin-independent, and the spin-orbit term in the core was not deformed.
These assumptions seemed reasonable in the light of large uncertainties resulting from shortcomings (1) and (3) given above.
V. RESULTS
Using Set 1 of the optical model parameters given in Table I the inelastic differential cross section and the spin-flip probability (2' state) were calculated. Two alternative final-state configurations were assumed for the 2' state of 4.43 MeV: I 2'), = l(lp;, '. , lp".), 2'), 2'), = 0. 91((1P, , '"1p, , "2' ) +0. 3)(1P, , '" lf""2') -0.29((1s, , '" ld""2').
The results were very insensitive to the configuration(s) of the excited state. The calculated cross section for the single configuration is shown in Fig. 10 Fig. 10 . The calculated spin-flip probability is compared to the data in Fig. 11 Table I ). In the calculation of the y-detector efficiency e the scatterer was divided into a large number of stacked disc elements and the contribution of each to the efficiency was computed. A description of the computations can be given in terms of the following parameters: (I) the weighting factor R which is the ratio of the D(d, n)'He cross section averaged over the disc to the value of the cross section averaged over the entire scatterer, (2) the probability T that a y ray produced in the disc is transmitted through the scatterer material between the disc and the detector, 
